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Outstanding photography from one of the world's best-known equine photographers with one of the largest networks in the

equestrian world

Covers every conceivable aspect in equine photography, from shots in the wild to shots in the barn, setting it apart from all

other books in the field

Extensive PR support from the photographer and his team who have been in the Equestrian field for years

For many people, horses are among the most fascinating creatures on earth. Their grace, strength and beauty are reflected in their

appearance. Capturing this elegance and grace requires a special feeling for these sensitive creatures, which Drew Doggett, one of the

world’s best-known horse photographers, clearly possesses. Now, for the first time, the award-winning artist’s most beautiful

photographs can be admired in the top-class coffee table book Untamed Spirits: Horses from Around the World.

The impressive portfolio includes photos of wild horses in the Camargue, Sable Island and Iceland. Doggett, who is regarded by

connoisseurs as one of the most outstanding horse photographers, not only sets himself apart from other published horse books with

his captivating photographs of horses in the wild. Peacefully aesthetic depictions of top-class breeding animals, dressage, hunting and

polo horses also adorn the richly illustrated book.

Drew Doggett takes his readers by the hand and guides them through the fascinating and exciting world of horses. His fashion-inspired

lens opens up the viewer to a whole new experience of fine animal photography from an artistic perspective.

Drew Doggett is an award-winning photographer and director whose work tells the extraordinary stories of diverse cultures,

communities, and wildlife through a fashion-inspired lens. His photographic work can be found in public collections globally as the

Smithsonian African Art Museum (DC) and has been featured in many publications such as Conde Nast Traveler, Architectural Digest,

Forbes, and The Daily Mail. He currently serves as an ambassador for Re:wild, a conservation organisation founded by Leonardo

DiCaprio and Global Wildlife Conservation.
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